
Dann Hayes has a well-deserved reputation as a problem solver. That reputation was recently 
confirmed when the ability to print prescriptions was interrupted. Prescription printing requires a 
secure connection from PCE to CMH. Recently, this secure connection was disconnected without a 
secondary solution in place due to a third-party vendor to PCE. Any interruption in receiving their 
medication is a serious matter for the people we serve as it can lead to unpleasant side effects and 
worsening symptoms. Dann immediately offered assistance to PCE in setting up a secure 
connection through which PCE could send these critical print jobs. When another day passed 
without the situation being fully resolved, Dann devoted himself exclusively to seeing his solution 
through to completion. Under typical circumstances, Dann’s solution would have required weeks to 
test and implement. In this latest evidence of Dann’s thoroughness, analytic problem-solving skills 
and project expertise, it was complete in a single business day. 

For his dedication to his profession and for his commitment to the recovery of individuals served by 
St. Clair County Community Mental Health (SCCCMH), Dann Hayes has been named SCCCMH’s 
March Employee of the Month.  

Great Job! 

St. Clair County CMHA
Outstanding Employee, March 2021

Congratulations to:
Dann Hayes 
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St. Clair County Community Mental Health’s Children’s Department (SCCCMH) WRAParound program provides 
intensive, individualized community based services and care management for youths with mental health challenges and 
their families through a strengths-based, needs-driven approach that helps them achieve positive goals and improve 
well-being. The young people who receive WRAParound service at our Children’s Department are particularly 
fortunate to have Elizabeth Lozen and Toni Thomas to help guide them and their families through this challenging but 
rewarding process. 
 
Elizabeth and Toni start services with every new family by exploring their strengths and determining what the family 
needs to commit to in order to achieve their goals. Then they provide the best possible services and resources to assist 
them in their journey through WRAParound. An example is a family who, when they started, gave no indication of 
success and some indications of eventual failure. However, when this family recently graduated from the program, it 
was awe-inspiring for those who watched their journey to see them talking, laughing and discussing their upcoming 
vacation, each respectful and supportive of one another, now a successful, functional, independent family unit. While 
the family earned their success, the assistance of Elizabeth and Toni, with their professionalism, knowledge, and 
dedication, cannot be understated. Elizabeth and Toni have also developed relationships with multiple stakeholders in 
the community, doing work that would go unnoticed if not for the praise these stakeholders offer for the work Toni and 
Elizabeth do behind the scenes.  
 
For their commitment to excellence, extraordinary work ethic, and ongoing positive impact on those we serve, 
Elizabeth Lozen and Toni Thomas, our Children’s WRAParound team, have been named SCCCMH’s March Team of 
the Month. 

 
Wonderful Job Team! 

St. Clair County CMHA 

Outstanding Team, March 2021 

Left to right:  Elizabeth Lozen and Toni Thomas 

Congratulations to: 
The Wraparound Staff 


